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A detailed guide with 10 projects specifically designed to expand the fundamentals of this exciting mobile
development platform!

Overview

Ten fully developed code projects that build on previous projects and present new techniques.●

Freely reusable art and sound files included with every project help you jumpstart your own development.●

Numerous advanced techniques to make the most out of Corona's features and the Lua programming●

language.

In Detail

If you've used the Corona Software Development Kit to build your very first new mobile app, you already
know how easy it makes developing across all the pieces of this fragmented market. This book upgrades
your knowledge of Lua and the Corona API with designs, habits and advanced concepts to speed your
development and create more exciting apps.

Corona SDK Hotshot will show you how to combine advanced Lua features such as coroutines and
metatables with Corona's sophisticated tools, including physics and networking, to develop exactly the game
or app you or your customers need, quickly and with an eye towards updating your app with improvements
in the future.

Corona SDK Hotshot will expand your basic knowledge of Corona with an insight into making the most of
its event platform, using physics wisely and easily, and moving on to advanced programming tasks like path-
finding.

You will focus heavily on how to keep your programs understandable as they become more complicated, by
using modules and events to divide it up. You'll practice ways to make AI scripts and map files easily
understandable to designers and other collaborators, and use networks like GameCenter to publish progress.

The last projects will combine the full range of covered material to illustrate how you can produce
sophisticated and exciting apps as a Corona Hotshot!

What you will learn from this book

Loading maps and regions from simple, editable file formats.●

Using included interface elements to create usable app front ends fast●

Connecting to external services to get data and request actions●

Filtering collisions to improve performance and simplify game logic●

Responding to multiple touches as well as tilt and shake input●

Connecting to game networks to share high scores and achievements●

Controlling characters and enemies in games easily by writing AI scripts●

Controlling physics interactions to create fully controllable game behaviour●



Approach

Using a project based approach you will learn the coolest aspects of Corona SDK development. Each project
contains step- by-step explanations, diagrams, screenshots, and downloadable materials.

Who this book is written for

This book is for users who already have completed at least one simple app using Corona, or are familiar with
mobile development using another platform and have done Lua programming in another context.
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From reader reviews:

Donald Cauley:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important behave,
like looking for your favorite publication and reading a book. Beside you can solve your problem; you can
add your knowledge by the publication entitled Corona SDK Hotshot. Try to stumble through book Corona
SDK Hotshot as your good friend. It means that it can to become your friend when you really feel alone and
beside those of course make you smarter than ever. Yeah, it is very fortuned for you. The book makes you
considerably more confidence because you can know every little thing by the book. So , we need to make
new experience and also knowledge with this book.

Ann Mickey:

In this era globalization it is important to someone to get information. The information will make a
professional understand the condition of the world. The healthiness of the world makes the information much
easier to share. You can find a lot of referrals to get information example: internet, magazine, book, and
soon. You can view that now, a lot of publisher this print many kinds of book. Often the book that
recommended to your account is Corona SDK Hotshot this book consist a lot of the information from the
condition of this world now. This book was represented so why is the world has grown up. The dialect styles
that writer use for explain it is easy to understand. Often the writer made some research when he makes this
book. That's why this book suited all of you.

Lenora Dryer:

Is it an individual who having spare time after that spend it whole day by watching television programs or
just telling lies on the bed? Do you need something new? This Corona SDK Hotshot can be the answer, oh
how comes? A book you know. You are and so out of date, spending your time by reading in this fresh era is
common not a nerd activity. So what these guides have than the others?

Shameka Smith:

On this era which is the greater individual or who has ability in doing something more are more valuable
than other. Do you want to become one of it? It is just simple strategy to have that. What you have to do is
just spending your time very little but quite enough to have a look at some books. Among the books in the
top record in your reading list is definitely Corona SDK Hotshot. This book and that is qualified as The
Hungry Hillsides can get you closer in becoming precious person. By looking way up and review this guide
you can get many advantages.
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